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Now chat you are tha proud posmsar or an 

"SGA" Compae 2-Layer Kit*, not only do you have 

*he finest glanwam obtainable anywhere, but you11 

be able to appreciate the many exclusive built-in 

features of the molded polystyrene cam - do- 
signed for = convenience, namely: 

Compaa . . . easy to carry, easy to stom. 

2-Layer design requires 25% leu  space 
thon other kits of similar type. 

I 

Light in weight . . . but engimred for 
strength and safe handling. 

Pocket in cover - for filing monual. 
i 
1 1 h a  cavitiu - for wing small artides. 

Slat in tray accommodates dock thermoms 
ter (available from us). 

Special neoprene (rubber) conn.c)on for 
thermometers. 

I Drying tube standardly supplied. 

Prior to using your "SGA" Compact 2-Layer 

Kit, we suggest that you take time to examine both 

I the case and the contents. Notice particularly the 

fine workmanship of the glassware - fashioned 
I by our craftmen from heat-resistant borosilicote 

glass. 

NOTE - After opening the case, remove the 

tray (with the adaptors and tubes) and 

place it into the recess provided inside 

the cover, All of the glassware items 
will thus be easily accessible. 

COPYRlOHT 1964. S c l E N T l ~ l c  GLASS APPARATUS CO.. INC. 



3 =  STANDARD TAPER GROUND JOINT5 

The 5 symbol on the glassware in this kit in- 
dicates that the ground Joints comply with Commer- 
cial Standard CS-21 of the National Bureau of 

Standards. Ground pints made to these specifica- 
tions have a '7" (standard toper) of 1 mm per 
10 mm length. The symbol 5 (standard taper) is 
followed by the size of the ground joint; thus the 

19 represents the large diameter and the 22 is the 
kngth of h e  ground joint which is 22 mm. All 

ground joints in this kit a n  T 19/22 size. 

MET+IODS OF ASSEMBLING GROUND 
JOINT GLASSWARE 

To begin with, before assembling any of the 
equipment, be sure to remove any dirt or foreign 
matter from the ground surfaces of the joint members. 

There are several methods that can be used 
to assemble ground ioint glassware. For example, 
you can apply a thin coating of lubricant (SGA 
5-8090 or similar) around the upper end of the 
5 joint member, working the two paris back 

and forth to obtain uniform distribution. Too much 
lubricant should be avoided becouse it can lead 
ta serious contamination of reoction solutions; in 
fact, i t  actually increases the chance of frozen joints. 

Often it is undesirable ta use lubricants of any 
kind. If this i s  the case, here is  the method we re- 
commend for assembling ground jointr: Hdd the 
outer member stationary. Insert the inner member 

gently until both are well seated. Now apply force 
gently and simultaneously exert a slight twist of 
the inner member to the right. If properly done, 

you'll find it is difficult to pull the joints apart; how- 
ever, a separation is quickly and easily effected 
by rimply twisting the inner member slightly out- 
ward and to the left. 

Should it bt more convenient to twist the 
inner member to the left in assembling, simply re- 
vene the procedure in disassembling and twist to 
the right and separate. This is a simple method of 

1 assembly and is adquato for molt labomtory 

set-ups. Some practice may bs required to master 
this mthod, but it will save time for it e l i m i ~  

the need of lubricating joints and the submqwnt 
cleaning thereof. 

. CAUTION: Do not use too gnat  a force when 
inwrting one joint into another, and do not rmate 

one joint inside another. Slight pressure, coupled 
with a very slight twist, i s  all that is required. If 
either i s  excessive, the ioints will stick and can not 
be separated easily. 

FROZEN JOINTS 

"Frozen Joints" is the expression uwd to h- 
cribe difficulty being experienced in soparaling 
joints at the end of an experiment. A i m p k  way 
to overcome the problem is to gently heat & 
outer pint with steam or a luminous bunwrn flame. 

This will coute the outer ioint to expand, resulting in  
the reparation of the two parts; or you can rxlk 
the ioint in o strong detergent solution (SGA G- 
9040). It's o little more time-consuming, bui re- 
markably effective. 

To avoid frozen joints in those aperations 
likely to couse this difficulty, we recommend careful 
use of a lubricant prior to the experiment. Upon 
campletion, the lubricant is easily removed with 
a towel moistened with an appropriate solvent. 
For high vacuum work you require a grease with a 

very low vapor pressure, e.g., silicone. 

7 CONDENSERS 

There are hvo condenxn in each kit. The one 
with the smallest diameter is the West-type. The 
larger diameter type also doubles as a distillin@ 
column and i s  pravided with indentotions to sup 
port packing material. Examples of efficient pock- 
ing materials are stainleu steel sponge (SGA S- 
5190) and helices (SGA JD-5360 glass or SGA 
JD-5420 stainless steel). You will notice that on 



both condensers the water inlet and outlet con- 

a nectionr haw been placed at the extreme ends of 
the w e t s  to arure maximum effiiciency. 

The West-type condenser has been designed 
ao that when used at an angle, the water inlet and 
outlet will be at the rear and approximately IS' 
below horizontal. This prevents the water hoses 
from collapsing, insures that the condenser iacket 
will fill, eliminates air pockets, and maximizes the 
cooling effect on the inner tube. Please note that 
if the condenser is correctly clamped, the drip will 
be downward. Either condenser can be used with- 

out water, in which case the interior of the jacket 
should be & When using the condenser in series, 

the upper one should be water cooled, with the 
lower one acting as an air condenser. 

FLASKS 

&fare using any flask, acquire the habit d 
inspecting it for cracks or other defects. Also, when 
you start to apply heat, do it gradually. Remern- 

ber . . . an intense flame may cause strains in the 
glau and eventual breakage. Never overheat the 
flask or permit it to become dry during distillations 
because damage to the flask i s  apt to occur. 

Organic liquids tend to superheat and boil 
irregularly. When this hoppens, you will understand 
why it i s  called "bumping". This can be minimized 
by adding small solid pieces known as boiling stones. 
These are inert, shorp-edgd and porous. 

TEFLON PLUG 

SPECIAL NEOPRENE CONNECTORS 

Your wf i s  provided with several sleeve-type 

neoprene (rubber) connectors, permitting you to 
adiust the position of the thermometer or Meed 
tube. Each has a small hole at one end (6k mm) 
to accommodate a thermometer* or bleed tuba 
(usually 6'h-7 mm O.D.). The other end, with a 
larger opening, serves as o sleeve and fits snugly 
over the glau adapter. Before inserting, wet ther- 
mometer, using water or glycerine to minimize 
friction. Thermometers or bleed tubas should alwoys 
be held os close as possible to the opening in the 
rubber connector so as to prevent breaking these 
items. In o distillation, the position of the thermo- 
meter bulb is important if accurate boiling points 
ore to be recorded. The top of the mercury bulb 

should be just below the center of the opening into 
the condenser - never above the oponing. 

.Thermomet.r tubins i s  known to vary. If your tubing should 
fit too loosely, a h w  turns af o rubber bond on the outside 
of the rubbcr connector will produce a snug fit. 

The 125 ml separotory funnel, supplied with 
some kits, has an interchangeable Teflon' stopcock 
plug with 1-to-5 taper. Since Teflon has a natural 
lubricity, no lubricant is required. AS Teflon is also 
chemically inert, it i s  unaffected by most chemicals. 
In addition, the Teflor! plug feotures our exclusive 
"Tite-Ssoi" design. Coupled with the mirror-smooth 
inner surface of the stopcock barrel, you are as- 
sured of a perfect fit that will qeither leak nor 
frseze. A fine thread on the plug permits adjusting 
to just the right tension - maintained by an O-ring. 
(See "Recommendations for Proper Care of Teflon 
Plugs" enclosed with these kits). 

d DRYING TUBE 

A bent-type drying tube is supplied with each 

4 standard "SGA" Kit to prevent desiccants from 
dropping into the system. One end of the tube has 
indentations plus a i 19/22 inner joint; the opposite 
end has a stopper and vent tube. 














